and Birds. PRABHA MALLYA Give to your child an entertaining way to learn the alphabet with this interactive alphabet book of animals. The ABC of animals is adapted for all children so that
The habits of different animals: we never find any mistakes in what they say about them. Solomon says in his Proverbs, "As a roaring lion and a ranging bear, so is a wicked ruler over the poor people." You have often read or heard the sad story in the 2d of Kings, how forty-two children were killed at one time by two bears out of the wood. Although the bee is so small an animal, it is very well known; and many learned men have spent a great deal of time in observing it, and have written many very curious things about it. They tell us that there is in every hive a queen, larger than the rest, whom they all follow and obey; and that if she dies or is carried away, they all leave their work and unless the queen is restored or another one provided, they refuse to eat, and soon die.